Création FRUITS 1883

BANANA

EXCEPTIONAL
FRUITY CREATIONS
A creamy texture that evokes all the creaminess of a ripe banana.

Création FRUITS 1883 BANANA retains the balance of all the authentic flavours of this fruit. A sweet and
comforting touch is married with the subtle flavour of the banana blossom. An indulgent roundness is revealed
on the tastebuds, as satisfying as a freshly blended smoothie. All is brought together with baked notes and the
creation’s light yellow colour that recalls the natural shade of the banana.

Authentic
A harmonious marriage is born as the sweet and fruity notes of the banana are
fused together.
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Pure and intense
The roundness of banana, a balance of subtle floral notes and a hint
of fruitiness.
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Création FRUITS 1883

BANANA

For cocktails both with and without alcohol, smoothies, milkshakes, sorbets…
Listen to your inspiration

Création FRUITS 1883 BANANA is best enjoyed in smoothies,
where it is blended harmoniously with coconut milk or whole milk.
In milkshakes, it ravishes the senses for a moment of pleasure and
perfectly accompanies chocolate. The suave flavours of Création

FRUITS 1883 BANANA delicately sweeten aperitif cocktails, notably
Gin-based. It also amplifies non-alcoholic long drinks and marries
perfectly with sparkling fruits, from orange to kiwi. Its flavour
is best revealed simply over an ice-cream or can bring a touch
of originality to waffles and pancakes.

Banana Nuts
An indulgent milkshake with the crunchy nutty notes
of pecan.

INGREDIENTS:
2/3oz (2cl) Création FRUITS 1883 BANANA
3 1/3oz (10cl) whole milk
1 scoop of chocolate ice-cream
Pecan nuts

PREPARATION:
• Pour all of the ingredients into a blender, add a half-scoop
of crushed ice and blend until smooth.
• Decorate with copious amounts of white and dark chocolate,
pecan nuts and dried banana.

Création fruits 1883 banana
code

capacity

5183

900mL
30,4 fl.oz
1,19 kg

number of
units per
package

size
of package
(mm)

6

276x186x311

weight of number
package of units
(kg)
per pallet

7,77

360

size
of pallet
(mm)

weight
of pallet
(kg)

Best-before
date
(months)

1000x1200x1077

492

24

Natural Flavour • Without colouring • Suitable for vegetarians • Made in France
CONTACT : export@routin.com - www.1883.com

